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Introduction
The Buseck Center for Meteorite Studies (BCMS) at Arizona State 
University (ASU) curates one of the largest university-owned 
meteorite collections. Established in 1961 as The Center for 
Meteorite Studies (CMS), the center was renamed in 2022 the 
Buseck Center for Meteorite Studies following a philanthropic 
donation from ASU Regents Professor Peter Buseck. The BCMS 
mission is to create and share new knowledge in the field of 
meteoritics and allied disciplines through:

1) Cutting-edge research on understanding the origin of our 
Solar System and planets, including the pathways to forming 
habitable worlds; 

2) Increased science return from spacecraft-based exploration 
through laboratory-based analysis of planetary materials; 

3) Curation and distribution of one of the finest meteorite 
collections in the world; and 

4) Broad dissemination of the latest scientific results and 
education at local, national, and global scales. 

Meteorite Gallery, Outreach and Social Media
The BCMS maintains a public meteorite gallery (second floor of the 
ISTB4 building on the Tempe Campus), with a wide range of 
meteorites on display. The gallery, which receives over 10,000 visitors 
per year, hosts regular Open House nights and two public events with 
a “meteorite identification” booth for the public to bring in their 
suspected meteorites – formerly the meteorite identification program. 
Throughout the year, students of all ages (K-12 as well as university 
undergraduate and graduate level) visit the Meteorite Gallery for 
docent-led or self-guided tours and the opportunity to learn about the 
latest collection acquisitions and touch a rock from space.

Educational engagement is integral to the BCMS mission. In addition 
to on-campus ASU public outreach events, the Center maintains an 
active online presence on both its website and social media, often 
participating in online public programs such as Ask a Museum Day. 
Additionally, BCMS offers loanable classroom modules focusing 
on The Origin of Meteorites that can be loaned free of charge to K-12 
and informal educators. Module lessons and activities are aligned to 
the National Science Education Standards (Grades 5-12) and the 
Arizona Academic Content Standards, and modules contain 
touchable meteorites for students to examine. 

In addition to updates on the BCMS website, the Center produces 
regular newsletters and engages the public through Facebook, Twitter 
and YouTube updates, news, and photos. 

Meteorite loans
The BCMS website at meteorites.asu.edu is the portal for information 
on the Center, research and the collection. The site contains a 
searchable collection database at 
https://meteorites.asu.edu/collection/specimen-catalogue
and specimen request form at 
https://meteorites.asu.edu/collection/loan-request
All meteorite loan requests are reviewed by the Director, Deputy 
Director, and Curator. 

The BCMS has an active loan program with 785 meteorites loaned for 
research and education within ASU and worldwide since 2017. Loan 
numbers are 2017 (108), 2018 (149), 2019 (171), 2020 (174), 2021 
(106) and as of 1Sept2022 (77), for a total of 238 separate loans. 

Photograph of a 3.1 kg fragment of the mesosiderite fall Dong Ujimqin Qi 
housed in the BCMS (ASU#1622_1).

Photograph of a drawer of 16 Allende stones (ASU#818_xx). The 
meteorites are supported on nitrogen filled foam housed in acid-free 
specimen boxes. 

Reflected-light photograph of a polished and etched section of a Norton 
County metal nodule containing the holotype specimen of 
carletonmooreite Ni3Si (black arrows) housed in BCMS. The Center also 
houses the type specimens of barringerite (Fe,Ni)2P from the Imilac
pallasite, and a new Ni-Ge-P mineral from NWA 859 (Taza) and Butler iron 
meteorites. 

Meteorite acquisitions
BCMS actively acquires meteorites through new classifications, 
donations, and occasionally through trades. Since 2008, the collection 
has grown from 1577 meteorite falls and finds to 2186, for an average 
of ~45 new meteorite acquisitions per year. Since 2008, the Center 
has added 102 falls to the collection. Notable examples for which we 
house significant masses include Aguas Zarcas, Dishchii’bikoh, Dong 
Ujimqin Qi, Glendale, Sutter’s Mill, Tarda, Tiglit, and Tissint. 

Since 1961, the Center has benefited significantly from donations and 
since 2018 has received over $1M in meteorite donations. Some 
notable donations include ~0.5 kg of Aguas Zarcas, an 11 kg 
complete fusion-crusted Allende stone, several slices of the Milton 
pallasite, fusion-crusted stones of Tissint, a large selection (>3000 
stones) of the Chelyabinsk fall, several pieces of NWA 7034 aka 
“Black Beauty”, and a significant number of Tarda stones. 

The future

In 1961, the Center started with 680 classified falls and finds. At that 
time, this number amounted to ~40% of all known meteorites. The 
situation is significantly different today given the discovery in the early 
1990s of the hot desert meteorites (see graph above). Today, there are 
on the order of 27,000 classified meteorites (though ~20,000 are 
ordinary chondrites) from outside of Antarctica, with >1000 new non-
Antarctic meteorites added to the Meteoritical Bulletin Database each 
year. This Tsunami of new meteorites is a boon for scientists and 
collectors alike. This wealth of new classifications has led to the 
discovery of many unusual types, e.g., NWA 7034, NWA 7325, and 
NWA 12273, and added many new members to formerly rare groups. 
For example, prior to the birth of BCMS, there was only one member of 
the current acapulcoite-lodranite family, i.e., Lodran. Today, the 
Meteoritical Bulletin Database lists 188 examples of this formerly rare 
meteorite family. In addition, the greater use of all sky cameras coupled 
with doppler radar has significantly increased the chances of recovering 
new falls as witnessed by the three USA recoveries this year in 
Mississippi, Utah, and Georgia. 

The overwhelming numbers of new meteorites force curators to be 
more circumspect in their acquisitions. The current BCMS principle is to 
focus on acquisitions that align with the first two mission statements 
(see Introduction panel). For example, the BCMS targeted several 
recent CC falls, including Sutter’s Mill, Aguas Zarcas, Kolang, and 
Tarda. These meteorites are scientifically valuable, with potential for 
providing the foundational knowledge needed to interpret and 
understand samples returned from Ryugu, Bennu, and future sample 
return missions.

Photograph of the BCMS vault. The majority of the meteorites are housed in custom-built wooden drawers and on metal shelving (green cabinets at the back 
of the room). The green cabinets house the Canyon Diablo materials (meteorites and impact materials), the Bondoc mesosiderite, and the Brenham pallasite. 
The three central octagonal units house the chondrites and achondrites. Smaller iron meteorites are housed in the cabinets on the right. Carbonaceous 
chondrite falls are curated in the metal nitrogen-filled cabinets on the far left of the room. One nitrogen cabinet contains Murchison, one primarily houses 
Aguas Zarcas, Kolang, and Tarda, and the third contains the rest of the CC falls including Alais, Bells, Crescent, Orgueil, Santa Cruz etc. While principally a 
curatorial facility, the vault also hosts numerous educational and VIP tours and media events.  

The collection

The Center curates close to 2200 falls and finds represented by over 
40,000 specimens, in a modern, purpose-built, climate-controlled, 
curatorial facility (nicknamed ‘the vault’). The Center houses 
representative samples of nearly 40% of all classified iron meteorites, 
with especially strong representation of historic irons. The center 
houses several significant meteorites, such as the 313 kg Hugoton 
ordinary chondrite, a beautifully regmaglypted 117 kg Henbury iron, a 
1.5 kg piece of the Bishopville 1843 aubrite fall, the 12.7 kg flight-
oriented Bruno iron, one of only a few remaining unsmelted pieces of 
the 1.5 t Bitburg iron meteorite, 95 g of Bells including a complete 
25.2 g fusion-crusted stone, and representative pieces of 17 
individual Sutter’s Mill stones. In addition, the Center curates a large 
collection of impact and related materials from Meteor Crater, 
together with over 500,000 tektites. 
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https://meteorites.asu.edu/collection/specimen-catalogue
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